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OCCUPANCY
RATE DRIVES
VALUE

$15,000,000,000,000
Estimate in total assets

OVERVIEW
Commercial Landlords and Lenders are some of the largest and most well-heeled
financial institutions in our country. Ultimately, the most important factor in
determining the value of an asset is simple: what is the rental stream and what is the
viability of that stream? Commercial real estate is a $15T industry that accounts for
millions of jobs, economic growth, and activity on an annual basis. With those
staggering numbers, one would expect that the process of underwriting prospective
tenants, valuing leases, and continually monitoring the health of these commercial
assets would be a cornerstone of the industry and its leasing practices. Sadly, that’s
not the case.
Small ownership groups to large institutional owners struggle with the process of
evaluating prospective tenants for new leases or renewals, purchasing a new asset,
and managing an asset because they all lack effective and efficient underwriting
methods for making decisions on behalf of their assets and investors. This report
outlines these risk management challenges that greatly impact the commercial real
estate industry and how we can overcome them as we enter a new economic
paradigm.
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THE PRE-LEASE PROCESS
Tenant Underwriting and Determining Collateral

When a tenant prospect finds a space of interest, their
representative and the broker working on behalf of the
landlord start working terms together (a letter of intent/LOI)
to form the basis of a lease contract. We typically see this
LOI refer to security deposit and financials in almost an
afterthought. Most documents call for “financial review

01

Prospective Tenant
Interested in Space

TBD” or “security deposit TBD” based upon some time in the
future. In the meantime, all the other points: rent, term,
square footage and even space planning are the top-of-mind
focus. The pre-lease underwriting process usually comes
after the proposal of initial terms.

02

Letter of Intent/Initial
Terms Proposal
(Financial Review TBD)

The review process is manually conducted by a credit
analyst or asset manager. Larger tenants often have audited
financial statements; however, they make up less than 15%

03

Tenant Financial and
Credit Review

of the deals done annually. Most leases are with small and
midsize private businesses whose financials are in a variety
of formats and almost always un-audited. The analyst is
typically provided with:

04

Determine Security
Deposit/Collateral

Projections (who hasn’t seen the hockey stick to the
right?) and guessing on whether the Tenant can actually
support rent.
Bank statements-in our experience commercial
landlords are getting 3-6 months at most.

05

Final Negotiation

Credit report (if they pay for one), but this provides at
most 25-30% of the financial picture of the prospective
tenant.
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THE POST-LEASE PROCESS
Rent Rolls and the True Financial Health of an Asset

As long as they pay
rent we assume all is
well with the
business.

Landlords have audit rights in almost every lease they sign, however (and for obvious
reasons) they rarely enforce these. It’s onerous and their underwriting process isn’t that great
anyway. We often hear landlords tell us “well we already have a lease in place so there is
nothing we can do about it even if we did find something.” This makes us gasp, but we must
hear it once a week.
Most owners in commercial real estate do not know the true financial health of their assets.
Commercial real estate is basically valued on a combination of rent and term. Credit informs
the likelihood of those rental streams to continue. However, we've spoken to some of the
biggest firms in the country and there is no standard for receiving a financial health check of
every tenant in a building when acquiring an asset. Sure the big, public ones are easy, but
what about the rest, the last 50 or 60% of the asset? Even worse, what about AFTER it’s
acquired. How many times has an asset been bought to only discover the leases within aren't
exactly as strong as the rent roll indicated?
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CHALLENGE #1: INCOMPLETE UNDERWRITING
Information, Especially On SMBs, Is Limited.

Leasing teams are not always able to access the full financial picture of a tenant especially if
a business is new. Sometimes they will end up making decisions based on incomplete (or
potentially inaccurate) information and more exposure to potential default. Some larger firms
have access to some credit bureau information, but it is rare to have a firm invest in
connecting to ALL databases and bureaus (it's extremely expensive). Below you will find an
example of how various bureaus/databases have incomplete information. So, for example, if
you are connected to Experian and do not find any derogatory filings there may be some
appear with another source.
Overall, the process can be slow with only one or two decision makers and is typically the
bottleneck friction point of the deal. In more complex deals, a third-party consultant may be
engaged to evaluate. Oftentimes the lure of the deal is high and even with a lack of full
financials most landlords (especially on smaller deals, again which in the aggregate is the
majority of their lease exposure) move forward without something glaring in this review
process.

Thomson
Reuters

Experian

CreditSafe

Equifax

UCC Filings

19

3

1

0

Federal Case Law

0

5

2

4

2

0

80

1

1

3

1

0

Liens and
Judgments
Criminal Records

This chart is an example to show that no major bureau or database has
accurate comprehensive information on a tenant. In this case, Thomson Reuter
was the only to report any derogatory filings but in other cases one of the
others would report and Thomson Reuter would show nothing.
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CHALLENGE #2: EXPOSURE TO LEASE DEFAULT
The majority of owners are extremely under-collateralized in every lease.

Leasing teams mitigate the risk of tenant defaulting by requiring collateral, usually in the
form of a cash security deposit, letter of credit, or guarantee. So how much do they
require a tenant lock up in collateral? 85% of our owner customers ask us how much we
recommend they collect. They want to hold enough months' rent on hand to give them
time to re-tenant the space in case of default, but they also want to ensure the initial
deal costs they invest (build out costs, commissions, etc) are not lost.
These costs are usually amortized in rent over the term of the lease, but if the tenant
defaults all is lost. These numbers can end up so high that the tenant refuses to lock up
that much capital and they lose the deal. So, they work it out with the tenant but this still
leaves the owner significantly exposed. In analyzing the on-hand collateral for all of our
owners (covering every CRE asset class), everyone was significantly undercollateralized in every lease.

Here is an example of a
securitization evaluation for an
owner in Atlanta and our
recommendations for full
protection based on the market.
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CHALLENGE #3: TENANT MONITORING IS NOT
CONTINUOUS
Rent Rolls Are A LAGGING Indicator

Say it with us, rent rolls are a LAGGING INDICATOR. They’re great, but they’re a snapshot
of the past, not the future. Buyers, lenders and asset managers need to know how likely
those rental streams are to be affected in the future, not the past. Remember, you’re
planning on rental income to value the asset, over a long period of time. So when a
Landlord tells us “there is nothing they can do” with post-lease financials it makes us
cringe. How about projecting future vacancies? How about planning for refinancing or
selling the asset? How about putting your leasing and marketing teams in play months
before the competition knows? There is a massive and quantifiable value not only to
knowing this upon acquisition but keeping your true financial health informed.
Owners only capture a one-time snapshot of a business pre-lease and perhaps may even
audit in the middle of the lease. However, post-lease monitoring is not common. You can
see below how much businesses can fluctuate and why it's important to have a
continuous view of your tenants in order to prepare for potential losses/defaults.

The chart on the very left is Gold's Gym - the landlord in this case saw trends dropping towards bankruptcy and
was able to prepare and be first in line for collections.
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WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT NOW?
Owners/Investors Struggle With The Uncertainty Of The Economic Environment.

85%

$2.5B

Owners don't know how much to

Capital locked in collateral (still isn't enough)

collect

300% DEFICIT

99%

Average deal costs vs. on-hand

Tenants do not want to lock capital in

collateral

deposit or LOC

Take a peek at the macro-economic conditions right now and tell us you don’t think
these things matter or will have an impact on institutional real estate. They do! It’s
already happening. The flow of money slows and because landlords have the doublewhammy of poor underwriting and lack of coverage this leads to less deal-making.
Landlords need more collateral. Period. If they ask for more than the market bears, they
won’t get it. The market bears what it will bear.
As economic headwinds continue, they’ll get even less as the conditions demand them
to make deals to get as much rent as possible. This flies in the face of the goals of the
business, specifically the way they manage cash. There is almost nothing more wasteful
for the Tenant than locking up cash in a non-interest bearing account for years on end.
They are heavily motivated to reduce their cash out of pocket. As the market trends
towards its new status quo (free rent) and TI continues to shrink, deals will continue to
face more friction as Tenants push back against Landlord’s taking the standard riskreduction measures. Another solution is needed.
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OPTIONS FOR UNDERWRITING TENANTS

Manual or
Automated?

Asset
Class

SMB
Coverage

Cost

Continuous
Monitoring?

All
Otso

Automated

Except
Multifa

Good

$25/tenant/
month

Yes

mily
Third Party
Consultant
Internal
Teams

Credit Intell

Credit
Bureau

$1,000+

Manual

All

Good

Automated

Retail

OK

High

Manual

Retail

OK

High

Manual

All

OK

Expensive

/tenant

N/A

N/A

No, research
platform.

No

Underwriting is often taken upon in house. However, gathering the total
picture in terms of data is a very expensive endeavor.
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MITIGATING OWNER EXPOSURE IN LEASES
Underwriting
Tools?

Decision
Timing

Tenant
Lockup

Annual
Renewal

Otso

Yes

Same-Day

No

No

Cash

No

Variable

Yes

No

Letter of Credit

No

7 Days

Yes

Yes

Guarantee/Bond

No

7+ Days

Yes

Yes

The industry status quo is still cash and cash-equivalent lease
security. However, with the vast majority of Landlords deeply undercollateralized against negative events this is rapidly evolving.
Synthetic insurance solutions are re-imagining risk, credit and
valuation dynamics for office, retail and industrial assets.
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THE STATUS QUO FAILS US
The Market Requires A Comprehensive Approach To Underwriting, Credit, And Risk.

Let's circle back to the fact that occupancy rate drives asset value.
Commercial real estate is a trillion dollar industry, but there is still no
comprehensive solution to easily evaluate the true financial health of an asset
based on the strength of its tenants. Millions of dollars are poured into asset
acquisitions every week and due diligence on the tenancy is based on a
snapshot of a rent roll with no information to accurately evaluate the actual
financial picture of each business and any likelihood for default.
The industry is currently struggling with three issues:
1. Owners need some level of automated financial collection for SMB’s.
Getting a mortgage is 100X easier than signing a lease and that just
shouldn’t be the case.
2. If owners don’t have enough collateral on hand (or coverage) against
defaults then the building and its financial health suffers greatly.
3. Continuous post-lease tenant monitoring to predict default and losses
does not exist.
Owners, investors, and asset managers are struggling with every one of these
challenges. At the end of the day, every CRE appraiser will tell you that
RISK=VALUE. However, there is currently no comprehensive way for
stakeholders of commercial real estate assets to assess and improve the risk
of their tenancy....until NOW.
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What is Otso? Founded in 2019, Otso is a financial services
company formed by industry veterans of commercial real
estate, finance and technology to deliver financial certainty in
commercial real estate. We are the industry experts on Tenant
risk and have assessed thousands of businesses on behalf of
owners and investors.
Our powerful underwriting technology can underwrite
businesses in minutes while leveraging information from over
15,000 data points (every credit bureau and database) on each
business including foreign entities and SMB’s, which are both
historically difficult to assess.

Contact:
guardian@otso.io
832-827-3678
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